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From Volkbuch to Novel G521 is a collection of stories that explores the transition from oral storytelling to written literature. The book provides insights into the evolution of narrative forms and the impact of written words on the development of personal and cultural identity.

Contents:
- From Volkbuch to Novel G521: An Introduction
- From Volkbuch to Novel G521: The Emergence of the Novel
- From Volkbuch to Novel G521: The Novel in the 19th Century
- From Volkbuch to Novel G521: The Novel in the 20th Century
- From Volkbuch to Novel G521: The Novel in the 21st Century

Important Information:
- Access rights: Password Required
- URL: http://www.volkbuch-to-novel.com

January 14: Introduction
- Title: "Volkbuch to Novel G521: An Introduction to the Novel"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

January 21: The Emergence of the Novel
- Title: "From Volkbuch to Novel G521: The Emergence of the Novel"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

January 28: The Novel in the 19th Century
- Title: "From Volkbuch to Novel G521: The Novel in the 19th Century"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

February 4: The Novel in the 20th Century
- Title: "From Volkbuch to Novel G521: The Novel in the 20th Century"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

February 11: The Novel in the 21st Century
- Title: "From Volkbuch to Novel G521: The Novel in the 21st Century"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

February 18: Important Information
- URL: http://www.volkbuch-to-novel.com
- Access rights: Password Required

- Additional information about the book and its contributors.

March 4: Creative Writing
- Title: "Creative Writing: From Volkbuch to Novel G521"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

March 11: Important Information
- URL: http://www.volkbuch-to-novel.com
- Access rights: Password Required

- Additional information about the book and its contributors.

March 18: Creative Writing
- Title: "Creative Writing: From Volkbuch to Novel G521"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

March 25: Creative Writing
- Title: "Creative Writing: From Volkbuch to Novel G521"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

April 1: Creative Writing
- Title: "Creative Writing: From Volkbuch to Novel G521"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

April 8: Creative Writing
- Title: "Creative Writing: From Volkbuch to Novel G521"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

April 15: Creative Writing
- Title: "Creative Writing: From Volkbuch to Novel G521"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

April 22: Creative Writing
- Title: "Creative Writing: From Volkbuch to Novel G521"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb

April 29: Creative Writing
- Title: "Creative Writing: From Volkbuch to Novel G521"
- Speaker: Dr. Christa R. Trueb